Mainframe Security Assessment

A complete review of essential security controls on your IBM® mainframe

EXPERT ASSESSMENT BY THE MAINFRAME SECURITY EXPERTS:
PROTECTING YOUR BUSINESS

As the threat of external hacks and malicious insider attacks continues to increase, our Specialist Mainframe Security Assessment means you can fully understand your IBM mainframe infrastructure in security terms—helping ensure the most robust and appropriate controls are in place to guard against attack.

HOW YOU BENEFIT

All necessary security controls are reviewed and checked by mainframe security specialists:

• Reducing both risk of mainframe hacking as well as internal malicious attacks
• Providing peace of mind in receiving an industry best practice mainframe security health check
• Fully understanding your security posture relating to your mainframe infrastructure
• Revealing any weaknesses and vulnerabilities so you can plug gaps in your defenses
• Making necessary improvements and targeting security investments in the right places

Mainframe systems are often assessed by organizations and individuals with little to no knowledge of mainframe technical intricacies – instead doing a simple “checklist assessment”. This has resulted in many organizations incorrectly believing their mainframe infrastructure to be secure and infallible. BMC Mainframe Services specialists bring detailed knowledge and understanding, helping ensure the mainframe platform is made appropriately secure.

KEY FEATURES

• Methodology for any external security manager (ESM) including IBM® RACF®, Broadcom/CA™ ACF2™, or Top Secret®
• We use IBM and Broadcom/CA utilities, including ICHDSM00, TSSCFILE, and ACREPTSL
• A review of your ESM implementation and administration for each database to help harden your defenses, including:
  » Sensitive datasets/libraries including protection from unauthorized access
  » Data protection - application, production and development
  » Public z/OS resources
  » User supervisor calls (SVCs)
  » Command authority
  » Segregation controls between environments
  » UNIX System Services (USS) controls
• Formal and Informal security policy & procedure reviews
SECURING YOUR MAINFRAME: PROTECTING YOUR VALUABLE DATA

- Understanding weaknesses and vulnerabilities in your mainframe infrastructure is achieved via:
  - An initial conversation and scoping exercise
  - A detailed assessment by expert mainframe security consultants
  - An in-depth report, including management summary, issued within two weeks of on-site activity
  - A review to discuss the findings and the risks revealed
  - A bespoke checklist recommending activities for remediation and risk mitigation

SECURITY POLICY AND PROCEDURES

An assessment is conducted of both the client’s formal and informal security controls for managing the mainframe. Documentation is reviewed and key mainframe security and administration personnel are interviewed. Specific areas reviewed and evaluated include:

- Mainframe security policies and technical standards
- Processes and procedures for access control requests
- Processes and procedures for periodic access control reviews (recertification)
- How passwords are managed, including sensitive users, privileged IDs, security IDs, audit IDs, general population
- Decentralized security administration functions
- Account management procedures e.g., new account approval, review of continued business need
- Management of backup and restore processes for the ESM database

Deployment and exploitation of additional security tooling
- Security reporting including:
  - Audit settings
  - SMF data management
  - Daily, weekly, and monthly report schedules
  - Review and sign-off procedures for all reports
  - Escalation procedures for issues found
  - Implementation and management of real-time alerting and monitoring processes

ASSURED SECURITY: WHY BMC MAINFRAME SERVICES

BMC Mainframe Services is a globally recognized specialist in IBM mainframe security, providing both consultancy services and niche software tools.

Working with some of the world’s largest organizations, no other partner offers the same depth of knowledge and experience in ensuring mainframe security.

From specialist penetration testing and vulnerability assessments, to software tools greatly enhancing security management of the platform, clients know they can rely on BMC Mainframe Services for quality, flexibility, and value.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To learn more about Assured Mainframe Security from BMC Mainframe Services, please visit bmc.com/mainframeservices